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KKR is a leading global investment firm with $120 billion of

assets under management across multiple strategies. Since our
founding 40 years ago and during the 10 years we have had a
presence in the Asia-Pacific region, KKR has worked to create
shared value for our fund investors, stakeholders, and the
companies in which we invest. With deep roots in private equity,
diversified capabilities, and a strong track record of performance, our investment activities continue to broaden, and we
have a growing presence in the public and capital markets.
We work to make thoughtful investment and management
decisions while keeping transparency, engagement, and
mutual learning with our partners central to our efforts.
Our approach to responsible investment is no different. We
cultivate strong internal expertise and partner with leading
external experts who understand a range of market, geopolitical, and environmental, social, and governance (ESG) issues.
This fact sheet highlights our most recent ESG and citizenship
activities in the region. For a full description of our activities
across the globe, we invite you to read our sixth ESG and
Citizenship Report, “Global Challenges. Global Solutions.”
For more information, visit kkresg.com.

A C O M M I T M E N T TO D I V E R S I T Y A N D I N C LUS I O N

Becoming more diverse and inclusive is a strategic
imperative for KKR. Having team members with varied
backgrounds and perspectives is essential to maximize
our performance. Our Inclusion & Diversity Council
global leadership comprises eight KKR Members, including Asia Managing Partner Joseph Bae, and an Advisory
Group of approximately 20 diverse KKR executives.

George R. Roberts and
Henry R. Kravis
Co-Founders, Co-Chairmen,
and Co-CEOs

“We increasingly see how management of
ESG issues can be essential to achieving
financial success and addressing critical
societal challenges facing our world today.

“
Global Challenges and Opportunities
A NEW WORLD:

Adapting to
Climate Change

THE HEALTH OF
POPULATIONS:

Treating and
Preventing Disease

THE NEXT BILLION:

Supporting
Better Agriculture

A NEED FOR
SMARTER CITIES:

Investing in
Infrastructure

A COMPLEX FUTURE:

Managing Resource
Constraints

“Performance has become
about more than just putting
money to work and realizing
profits. We also look for ways
to engage and improve
communities.

“

GLOBAL CHALLENGES IMPACTING OUR INVESTMENT APPROACH

Joseph Y. Bae
KKR Member,
Managing Partner
of KKR Asia

In our 2015 ESG and Citizenship Report, we describe five
ESG-related societal challenges that are affecting our investments. As a global investor with a commitment to responsible investment, we draw on our experience in the industry,
our network of investors and nongovernmental organization
partners, and our work with a range of portfolio companies to
address these challenges and others. Three of these challenges are highlighted in this fact sheet. To read the full report,
visit kkresg.com.
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Societal Challenges Affecting Our Investments
VIEWPOINT

The Next Billion:
Supporting Better Agriculture

Julian Wolhardt

In the last 50 years, agricultural practices have changed dramatically due in part
to the effects of population growth, globalization, and technological advancements.
Although modern agricultural machinery enables higher food yields using less
labor, the availability of arable land and usable water is decreasing.
In 2015, 795 million people were estimated to be chronically undernourished.
World population is expected to grow from its current level of 7.3 billion to nearly
8.5 billion by 2030. Feeding an additional billion people will place demands on the
agricultural industry, accelerating the need for additional investment in food safety,
sustainable farming practices, and product innovation.
ANSWERING THE DEMAND FOR SAFER FOOD

Demographic changes such as a rising middle class in emerging markets have
fueled demand for higher-quality food items, including milk, meat, and seafood. In
the last eight years, KKR has made multiple investments in Chinese agricultural
companies that focus on food safety. KKR first invested in Modern Dairy in 2008
to help develop a business solution to address the demand for safer and healthier
dairy products in the region.
KKR’s ability to add value to Modern Dairy, hand in hand with the Firm’s growing
focus on food safety, has enabled subsequent investments. As strong proponents
of food safety, these companies welcomed the opportunity to enhance their processes and protocols by partnering on best practices:
•		 Asia Dairy, a greenfield dairy farm
•		 COFCO Meat, an integrated pork company
•		 Fujian Sunner Development, a vertically integrated poultry producer
•		 Yuehai Feed Group, an aquatic feed company

CASE STUDY

1

SUNDROP FARMS

CASE STUDY

KKR Member,
Asia-Pacific

Q. Why is now the right time to invest in
the agricultural industry in China?

A. As the Chinese government works

to ensure that the country’s food safety
practices keep pace with an economic
expansion that has lifted hundreds of millions of people out of poverty, KKR invests
behind government policy by partnering
with businesses which are meeting the
demand for everything from poultry to milk
to beef. While progress is being made, gaps
in operations and quality control have led
to a number of large, food-related incidents
that have shaken consumers’ confidence
in the safety of their food. In the aftermath
of such events, companies are looking for
a partner who can add value and help them
implement global best practices to emerge
even stronger and safer than before.
We believe that the Chinese agricultural
industry has significant growth potential,
and it is best for growth to occur alongside
operational improvements.

YUEHAI FEED GROUP

Expanding Suitable Farming Locations1

Investing In Aquatic Feed and Nutrition Solutions1

Sundrop Farms is a specialized developer and operator of
protected cropping installations designed for regions where land
is not suitable for traditional farming or crops, fresh water may
be in short supply, and domestic food production is a concern.
The company grows high-value crops, such as tomatoes, at its
glasshouse facilities. Based in South Australia, it is the world’s
first commercially and environmentally sustainable arid-climate
agricultural business. Sundrop Farms uses solar energy to cool,
heat, and power its high-tech farm and to desalinate seawater
for irrigation. Sundrop Farms plans to use its proprietary
technology and knowledge to significantly expand its operations
and international presence.

In 2015, KKR invested in Chinese company Yuehai Feed Group
Co. Ltd. (“Yuehai”), which provides aquatic feed and nutrition
solutions for shrimp and fish farming. The company is China’s
largest manufacturer of high-end, special aquatic feed products
by market share. The company is shifting from raw frozen fish
and traditional pellet feed to floating puffed feed, which helps
avoid over- or underfeeding and in turn minimizes feed waste
and enhances water quality. Yuehai has full oversight of the
feed production process, which helps safeguard the shrimp and
fish from disease and ultimately contributes to meeting Chinese
consumer demand for safe, healthy animal protein options.

The above are for illustrative purposes only and are not representative of all investments made by KKR Funds or accounts, nor should it be assumed that any investment in the companies identified was or will be
profitable.
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A Complex Future:
Managing Resource Scarcity

A Need for Smarter Cities:
Investing in Infrastructure

As the world continues to experience population growth and
demographic shifts, the demand for natural resources is
expected to rise. To succeed, businesses will need to do more
with less, create extremely efficient supply chains and manufacturing operations, and seek talent who can spur innovation
and productivity. Since 2010, KKR has focused on evaluating
risks and opportunities in the management of the global supply
chains of our relevant private equity portfolio companies. We
launched the Responsible Sourcing Initiative to assess practices
and provide guidance to improve management of these issues in
global supply chains.

Infrastructure is vital to economic and social systems because
it connects people, goods, and resources. However, the
infrastructure in many cities is in desperate need of repair,
expansion, or both. Private capital can create significant
solutions-oriented opportunities and play an important role
in addressing the infrastructure gap. Since 2011, KKR has
invested $3.5 billion in numerous infrastructure projects that
we believe have the potential to create shared value for both
investors and communities. In addition to providing flexible,
accessible capital, KKR brings subject matter expertise and
efficient management teams to each of these investments.

Not just natural resources are constrained; many companies face
employee shortages and talent gaps. At KKR, we have always
believed that engaged, smart people are a company’s greatest
asset. We are deeply committed to ensuring that we are a firm that
attracts, develops, and retains the best possible talent by increasing diversity and inclusion, offering leading benefits and resources,
and investing in training and development of our employees.

CASE STUDY

CITIC ENVIROTECH

Goodpack: Smarter Products2
Goodpack operates the world’s largest fleet of steel intermediate
bulk containers, a multimodal, reusable metal box system that
provides sustainable packaging, transporting, and storage.
Goodpack’s system reduces environmental impact, generates
fewer carbon emissions, and saves nearly 20,000 acres of trees
annually – the equivalent of 4 million trees.

2

Investing in Innovative Wastewater Treatment 2

Santanol: Renewable Resources2

CITIC Envirotech Ltd. (“CEL”), a leading water treatment
and recycling solution provider in China, uses its technology to play a critical role in addressing the region’s water
needs. CEL provides engineering, procurement, and construction services to municipal and industrial wastewater
treatment projects.

A sustainably managed sandalwood plantation in Western
Australia, Santanol grows sandalwood that is used for carving
and furniture making and produces oil used in fragrances,
flavors, and skin care. High demand has led to deforestation,
the emergence of a black market, and the overexploitation of
natural supplies. Due to Santanol’s forest management systems
and integrated model, its sandalwood oil and timber products
are traceable from propagation to distillation. In addition to
replanting harvested trees, the company conserves natural
resources by using a water-efficient irrigation system and a
clean source of energy in its new distillation factory.

CEL has built more than 100 membrane bio-reactor wastewater treatment plants, including the largest wastewater
treatment plant with membrane technology in China. CEL’s
innovative process increases water quality, reduces the
waste produced, and requires less land than conventional
technology. KKR’s global network and local Chinese operational and industry experts assisted CEL’s management
team on the development of a multiyear company roadmap.
This strategic plan helped the company build out and acquire quality wastewater treatment plants as well as complete large-scale engineering projects.

The above are for illustrative purposes only and are not representative of all investments made by KKR Funds or accounts, nor should it be assumed that any investment in the companies identified was or will be
profitable.
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KKR Citizenship: Our Impact on Communities
Being a strong corporate citizen is important to KKR. We work
to understand and consider our impact on individuals and on
the communities in which we live and work. Toward this end,
KKR maintains flagship partnerships with organizations whose
goals and values reflect our own, including Impact Investment
Exchange Asia (IIX) and Impact Investment Shujog (Shujog) in
Singapore.

CASE STUDY

BANYAN NATION

VOLUNTEERISM AND CHARITABLE GIVING

Our employees and offices throughout the Asia-Pacific region
and around the world volunteer their time and talents to help local
and international organizations.
• KKR employees from the Hong Kong office mentored teenage
students at the Kwai Chung Methodist College.
• Members of the KKR Seoul office partnered with KKR
portfolio company Ticket Monster at the 3rd Annual American
Chamber of Commerce Korea Service Day to raise money for a
scholarship fund and solar lanterns.
• Members of the KKR Singapore office partnered with the
Nature Society of Singapore, portfolio companies CITIC
Envirotech Ltd. and Goodpack, and KKR public relations partner
Hill+Knowlton Strategies to conduct a forest cleanup.

Supporting Recycling in Indian Cities 3
KKR’s third pro bono impact investing assistance project supported a social enterprise working to root out inefficiencies in
India’s recycling value chain. Banyan Nation (“Banyan”) works to
change the way India recycles and thinks about plastics, waste
management, and sustainability. The business also provides its
employees, largely women from nearby slums, with economic
opportunity, health care, and retirement benefits.
KKR executives teamed up with Impact Investment Exchange (IIX)
and Impact Investment Shujog (Shujog) to provide pro bono consulting services for Banyan’s efforts to scale its operations and
quantify its social impact to attract third-party financing.

East Bali Cashews Wins the U.S. Secretary of State’s
Award for Corporate Excellence4

With our joint assistance, Banyan secured $800,000 in funding.
Moving forward, Banyan aims to double its factory workforce,
from 10 to 20, and expand its facilities to save 2,760 tons of virgin
plastic in 2016, up from 360 tons in 2015.

East Bali Cashews (“EBC”) was awarded the 2015 U.S. Secretary
of State’s Award for Corporate Excellence (ACE) for its outstanding
societal impact and contributions to the growth and sustainable
development of the local economies in which it operates.

3

Banyan is not a KKR portfolio company.

Important Information
This document is being made available regarding Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co. L.P.
and its efforts on environmental, social, and governance performance. It does not
constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase any security of any
fund or any other investment vehicle or product sponsored or managed by KKR. No
part of this constitutes investment, legal, tax, regulatory, accounting, or other advice
of any kind. Unless specified, any views reflected herein are those solely of KKR and
are subject to change without notice. Neither KKR nor any of its affiliates are under
any obligation to update or keep current the information contained herein. Additionally,
this report contains forward-looking statements. Actual events or results may differ
materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements.
References to KKR’s investments may include activities of its sponsored funds. See
Important Information on kkresg.com/important for additional information regarding
assets under management (AUM). All information and data are as of December 31, 2015.

Based in the rural village of Desa Ban, Indonesia, EBC uses sustainable, eco-friendly business practices to process, package, and
sell unshelled cashews to domestic and international markets.
EBC employs approximately 350 people, 85 percent of whom are
previously unemployed women who have never before had an opportunity to earn a steady income. EBC is one of three social enterprises – businesses that put social impact on a par with or ahead
of financial impact – that have received pro bono consulting from
teams of KKR and KKR Capstone5 employees. With the expertise of
KKR’s private equity teams from Singapore and Sydney, EBC has
been able to hire 250 new employees and commence exporting.
4
5

East Bali Cashews is not a KKR portfolio company.
KKR Capstone is not an affiliate or subsidiary of KKR. See kkr.com/our-firm/
kkr-capstone for additional disclosure regarding KKR Capstone.
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